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... but for the rest of the semester,
you will do the talking!



Before we start ...

• Please fill in the participant sheet:
‣ your name

‣ your matriculation number

‣ what you are studying (BSc/MSc; what Studienordnung 
is relevant for you)

‣ your semester

• This is so I can figure out who needs what 
kind of certificate.



Outline

• Grounded models of meaning

• What do I expect?

• Elements of giving a good talk

• Distribution of talks



Meaning: Classical semantics

• Meaning of sentence is represented as a 
logical formula:
‣ “John sees a rabbit” => ∃x. rabbit’(x) ∧ see’(john’,x)

• Interpretation of constants like rabbit’, see’, 
john’ enforced through logical axioms.
‣ ∀x. rabbit’(x) ⇒ animal’(x)

• Well-known knowledge bottleneck 
problem.



Meaning: Corpus-based approach

• Meaning of word is interpreted in terms of 
co-occurrence with other words.
‣ “rabbit” is semantically similar with “mouse” because 

they co-occur with the same words

• What does this mean?

• Much of the meaning is not represented in 
corpora.



Grounded models of meaning

• Semantics is about connecting words to 
things in the real world.

• Grounded models of meaning: map words 
to representations in a given domain.

• Domains may be concrete (real world) or 
abstract (sports tables).



Advantages

• It is clear what “meaning” means.

• Knowledge bottleneck not particularly 
problematic; might even use domain 
observations to establish knowledge.

• Perhaps this is how people learn semantics.



Challenges

• Identifying relevant patterns in the domain 
is hard and requires insights into other 
fields of AI.

• What part of the domain does a word refer 
to?
‣ gavagai = rabbit?

‣ = this particular rabbit?

‣ = ears?

‣ = grass?

“gavagai”
(Quine 1960)



This seminar

• Part 1: Methods

• Part 2: Applications

• Part 3: Grounded parsing and generation



Part 1: Methods
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Abstract

This paper exploits the context of natural dynamic scenes
for human action recognition in video. Human actions
are frequently constrained by the purpose and the physi-
cal properties of scenes and demonstrate high correlation
with particular scene classes. For example, eating often
happens in a kitchen while running is more common out-
doors. The contribution of this paper is three-fold: (a) we
automatically discover relevant scene classes and their cor-
relation with human actions, (b) we show how to learn se-
lected scene classes from video without manual supervision
and (c) we develop a joint framework for action and scene
recognition and demonstrate improved recognition of both
in natural video. We use movie scripts as a means of auto-
matic supervision for training. For selected action classes
we identify correlated scene classes in text and then re-
trieve video samples of actions and scenes for training using
script-to-video alignment. Our visual models for scenes and
actions are formulated within the bag-of-features frame-
work and are combined in a joint scene-action SVM-based
classifier. We report experimental results and validate the
method on a new large dataset with twelve action classes
and ten scene classes acquired from 69 movies.

1. Introduction
Video becomes an easily created and widely spread me-

dia serving entertainment, education, communication and
other purposes. The associated demand for mining large
collections of realistic video data motivates further research
in automatic video understanding.

Video understanding involves interpretation of objects,
scenes and actions. Whereas previous work mostly dealt
with these concepts separately, a unified approach is ex-
pected to provide yet unexplored opportunities to benefit
from mutual contextual constraints among actions, scenes
and objects. For example, while some actions and scenes
typically co-occur, the chance of co-occurrence of random
classes of scenes and actions can be low.

In this work, we build upon the above intuition and ex-
ploit co-occurrence relations between actions and scenes in
video. Starting from a given set of action classes, we aim to

(a) eating, kitchen (b) eating, cafe

(c) running, road (d) running, street

Figure 1. Video samples from our dataset with high co-occurrences
of actions and scenes and automatically assigned annotations.

automatically discover correlated scene classes and to use
this correlation to improve action recognition. Since some
actions are relatively scene-independent (e.g. “smile”), we
do not expect context to be equally important for all ac-
tions. Scene context, however, is correlated with many ac-
tion classes. Moreover, it often defines actions such as “lock
the door” or “start the car”. It is therefore essential for ac-
tion recognition in general.

We aim to explore scenes and actions in generic and re-
alistic video settings. We avoid specific scenarios such as
surveillance or sports, and consider a large and diverse set
of video samples from movies, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We
use movie scripts for automatic video annotation and apply
text mining to discover scene classes which co-occur with
given actions. We use script-to-video alignment and text
search to automatically retrieve video samples and corre-
sponding labels for scenes and actions in movies. Note, that
we only use scripts for training and do not assume scripts to
be available during testing.

Given the automatically retrieved video samples with
possibly noisy labels, we use the bag-of-features represen-
tation and SVM to learn separate visual models for action
and scene classification. As the main contribution of this
paper we demonstrate that automatically estimated contex-
tual relations improve both (i) recognition of actions in the
context of scenes as well as (ii) recognition of scenes in the

1

12.5.: Learning from visual data
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Part 3: Parsing & Generation

NP[button]
button′(x)
{b1, b2, b3}

P[on]
on′(x, y)

{〈b1, h1〉, 〈h2, d1〉}

NP[handle]
handle′(x)
{h1, h2, h3}

P[beside]
beside′(x, y)

{〈b1, a1〉, 〈r1, a1〉}

NP[adapter]
adapter′(x)
{a1, a2, a3}

PP[on]
on′′(x, y)
{〈b1, h1〉}

PP[beside]
beside′′(x, y)

{〈b1, a1〉, 〈r1, a1〉}

NP[button]
button′(x)

{b1}

NP[handle]
handle′(x)

∅

PP[on]
on′′(x, y)

∅

NP[button]
button′(x)

{b1}

Figure 2: Example shared forest for “button on handle beside adapter”

ambiguating it (by checking the presence or lack
of referents at the root of the forest).
For example, the noun phrase ‘button on han-

dle beside adapter’ has at least two possible in-
terpretations, represented by the two trees in Fig-
ure 1: one in which a button is on a handle and
the handle (but not necessarily the button) is be-
side an adapter, and the other in which a button is
on a handle and the button (but not necessarily the
handle) is beside an adapter. The semantic func-
tions are annotated just below the syntactic cat-
egories, and the potential environment referents
are annotated just below the semantic functions
in the figure. Because there are no handles next
to adapters in the environment (only buttons next
to adapters), the first interpretation has no envi-
ronment referents at its root, so this analysis is
dispreferred if it occurs within the analysis of a
larger sentence. The second interpretation does
have potential environment referents all the way
up to the root (there is a button on a handle which
is also beside an adapter), so this analysis is pre-
ferred if it occurs within the analysis of a larger
sentence.
The shared forest representation effectively

merges the enumerated set of parse trees into a
single data structure, and unions the referent sets
of the nodes in these trees that have the same la-
bel and cover the same span in the string yield
(such as the root node, leaves, and the PP cover-

ing ‘beside adapter’ in the examples above). The
referent-annotated forest for this sentence there-
fore looks like the forest in Figure 2, in which the
sets of buttons, handles, and adapters, as well as
the set of things beside adapters, are shared be-
tween the two alternative interpretations. If there
is a button next to an adapter, but no handle next
to an adapter, the tree representing ‘handle beside
adapter’ as a constituent may be dispreferred in
disambiguation, but the NP constituent at the root
is still preferred because it has potential referents
in the environment due to the other interpretation.
The logical function at each node is defined

over the referent sets of that node’s immediate
children. Nodes that represent the attachment of
a modifier with referent set M to a relation with
referent set R produce referent sets of the form:

{ 〈x, . . .〉 | 〈x, . . .〉∈R ∧ 〈x〉∈M }

Nodes in a logical function forest that represent
the attachment of an argument with referent set A
to a relation with referent set R produce referent
sets of the form:

{ 〈. . .〉 | ∃x.〈. . . , x〉∈R ∧ 〈x〉∈A }

effectively stripping off one of the objects in each
tuple if the object is also found in the set of refer-
ents for the argument.4 This is a direct application

4In order to show where the referents came from, the tu-

30.6.: Parsing

7.7., 14.7.: no class

time most common phrase phrase suggested phrase used in

in corpus by expert SumTime-Mousam

0000 by late evening around midnight by midnight

0300 tonight in early hours after midnight

0600 overnight in early morning by early morning

0900 by midday (**) during morning by (mid) morning (*)

1200 by midday around midday by midday

1500 by mid afternoon in mid afternoon by mid afternoon

1800 by evening in early evening by early evening

2100 by evening during night by (mid) evening(*)

(*) by mid morning is produced for 0900 if the text also includes the phrase by early
morning, otherwise by morning is produced. Similarly by mid evening is produced
for 2100 if the text also includes the phrase by early evening, otherwise by evening
is produced.

(**) This is almost certainly due to alignment error; although only 5% of instances
of by midday are aligned with 0900 (Table 3), this is a higher count that any other
non-contextual time phrase, since most references to 0900 in the corpus use the
contextual time phrase soon.
Table 5
Non-contextual time phrases used in SumTime-Mousam

time phrases used by SumTime-Mousam.

3.1.4 Post-edit Analysis

In addition to our corpus of manually written forecasts, we also collected a
corpus of post-edited texts. This corpus consists of 2728 forecast texts pro-
duced by SumTime-Mousam, human-edited versions of these texts which
were sent to real forecast users, and the raw NWP input data. We analysed
this data [42] to see how the human forecasters edited SumTime-Mousam’s
time phrases. In particular, we hoped that post-edit analysis would shed light
on whether forecasters were firmly committed to using particular time phrases,
or whether they regarded choice of time phrases as unimportant; we assumed
that they would only bother editing time phrases if they thought the choice
of time phrase was significant.

Overall, forecasters edited SumTime-Mousam’s time phrases in 17% of cases.
The most commonly edited phrases were by early evening (for 1800), which
was edited in 29% of cases; and by early morning (for 0600), which was edited
in 34% of cases. In both of these cases, most edits consisted of removing the

16
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What do I expect?

• Grading:

50% talk & participation
50% seminar paper

• Deviations are possible for special cases; 
each of you needs to discuss this with me 
individually.



Talk & presentation

• Every student gives a talk.

• Factors contributing to grade for talk:
‣ correct and complete

‣ easy to understand

‣ lively and clear presentation (check the website!)

‣ discussion

• I will also take your participation in other 
people’s papers into account for the grade.



Giving a seminar talk

• Point of giving a talk:  Audience must 
understand what you’re saying.

• A talk must be
‣ well-motivated:  Why should I care what you are 

saying?

‣ clear:  What are you saying?

• Everything else is in the service of these 
goals.



Some golden rules

• Do not assume that hearers know as much 
as you do.
‣ Imagine you’re explaining the topic to a younger you 

who hasn’t read the papers yet.

• Tell a story.
‣ What’s the problem? Why is it important? Why is it 

hard? How did we solve it? Why is the world now a 
better place?

• Use lots of examples to support your story.



Seminar paper

• Presents the papers you talked about.

• Contains at least one idea of your own:
‣ comparison of papers in the literature

‣ implementation or corpus study

‣ idea for extensions

‣ may refer to someone else’s talk

• Typical paper will have 15-20 pages.



Procedure

• Two weeks before your talk or earlier:
‣ be registered for class

‣ come talk to me about what to take from each paper 
on the literature list

• One week before your talk:
‣ come talk to me about your talk

‣ preferrably with draft of your slides

‣ ideally send me slides by email before we meet

• Then give your talk.



Schedule

• see the website


